
LICENSEE

GUY HARVEY LARGE CANVAS TOTE 
Tote your stuff anywhere in this heavy duty 20 oz. Canvas Tote 
made in the USA.  The handles are cotton webbing with Guy 
Harvey’s detail artwork and his signature repeated on the handles.

Spirit of USA
Marlin USA-  Show your spirit of  Fishing

 

Mallard USA- Show your spirit of 
Hunting

CHANNEL MARKER 
TABLE-TOP DISPLAY
•	 Holds	120	Key	Chains
•	 Holds	120	Sunglass			
 Holders or Other Items
•	 Turns
•	 Fishing	Rod	Tip	Ends

Visit us online to purchase or for more 
information to become a wholesale account.

www.StarfishVision.com
864-881-1429

CHANNEL MARKER
FLOOR DISPLAY
•	 Holds	120	Sunglass	Holders
•	 Holds	120	Key	Chains
•	 Holds	12	Totes
•	 Holds	120	Lanyards	or		 	
 Other Items
•	 Top	Two	Tier	Spins
•	 Fishing	Rod	Tip	Ends

DISPLAYS RIBBON 
   DESIGNS/COLORS

SEAFOAM GREEN BULL DOLPHIN

NAVY BULL DOLPHIN

SEAFOAM GRAND SLAM

PINK GRAND SLAM

KHAKI TAN GRAND SLAM

RED MAKO SHARK

BLACK YELLOwFIN TUNA

YELLOw wAHOO

NEON ORANGE LARGE MOUTH BASS

SKY BLUE GRAND SLAM

GREY REDFISH



HAT/VISOR STRAPS
Hang on!  Great way to secure your hat or 
visor on any high speed boat ride.  Clips to 
your hat to your shirt.  Plastic clips on each 
end that won’t rust on any type of water.

SUNGLASS CORDS/RETAINERS
These Guy Harvey holders have his 

distinctive “signature” and his artwork, 
which is faithfully reproduced onto 
a woven ribbon that captures all the 

detail and color of each fish. These cords are lightweight 
on a tubular ribbon with rubber ends tucked inside to 
fit	medium	to	large	sunglass	frames.		The	length	is	18	½	
inches	long	and	1	inch	wide.

TODDLER/KID CORDS/RETAINERS
Honey! Don’t forget the kids.  We haven’t. 
These are the same as the adult, but 
smaller	in	length.		The	length	is	14	inches	
long	and	1	inch	wide.

LANYARDS
These lanyards are lightweight on smooth-woven 
tubular ribbon with Guy’s “signature” and his artwork 
that	captures	all	the	detail	in	each	fish.	Enclosed	with	
a strong plastic snaphook, so it won’t rust.   Perfect to 
put a set of keys, ID badge or fishing nippers.  One size 
fits all.

GUY HARVEY ID LUGGAGE TAG
Grab	the	right	one!		This	strong	ID	Luggage	Tag	can	stand	some	hard	
airport rides as well as any boat ride.  Print your information on the other 
side of the card or put your business card in the slot to identify your stuff.

GUY HARVEY wATER PROOF RETAINERS
CUDAZ	Silicone	Rubber	Eyewear	Retainer	with	
logo slider clip for secure fit. Many colors to 
choose from.

www.starfishvision.com        

DOG COLLAR
This Guy Harvey nylon dog collar is perfect for any 
dog in the sea! Has a plastic clip-style buckle for 
secure fit and a metal buckle loop for matching 
leash. On a one inch wide nylon in three sizes:
Small	Collar	adjustable	10”-16”
Medium	Collar	adjustable	16”-24”
Large Collar adjustable 22”-30”

DOG LEASH
Get your four–legged friend out of the house or boat with this nylon leash. It features the 
Guy Harvey designs woven on the entire length of leash.  

Size:	1”	wide	x	4’	long	or	1”	wide	x	6’	long

DOG COLLARS AND LEASHES!
Your dog will go to the front of the pack 

with a new Guy Harvey dog collar.

KEY CHAINS
Never lose your keys again with these 
colorful Guy Harvey inspired key chains. 

864-881-1429  •  Fax 864-485-0007

EYEwEAR RETAINER
StarTech	XL	17”	Ultra-lightweight	stainless	
steel. Has flat, low profile temples. Comes 
in black, pink, clear and neon yellow.

  Black- Camo Seaweed
Bottom

Sky Blue Jelly Fish


